FLIGHT ET 925 - ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES FRI 10 MAY 2019

DEPARTURE: YAOUNDE, CM (NSIMALEN INTL) 10 MAY 14:25
ARRIVAL: ADDIS ABABA, ET (BOLE INTL), TERMINAL 2 10 MAY 20:30

FLIGHT BOOKING REF: ET/BGRFOP
RESERVATION CONFIRMED, ECONOMY (V) DURATION: 04:05

BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE: 2PC
MEAL: MEAL

NON STOP YAOUNDE TO ADDIS ABABA
EQUIPMENT: BOEING 777-200LR

FLIGHT ET 506 - ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES SAT 11 MAY 2019

DEPARTURE: ADDIS ABABA, ET (BOLE INTL), TERMINAL 2 11 MAY 09:30
ARRIVAL: BUENOS AIRES, BA (PISTARINI) 11 MAY 20:20

FLIGHT BOOKING REF: ET/BGRFOP
RESERVATION CONFIRMED, ECONOMY (V) DURATION: 16:50

BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE: 2PC
MEAL: SNACK

STOP 1 ADDIS ABABA TO SAO PAULO, SP
STOP 2 SAO PAULO, SP TO BUENOS AIRES, BA
EQUIPMENT: 787 ALL SERIES PASSENGER

FLIGHT AV 964 - AVIANCA SUN 12 MAY 2019

DEPARTURE: BUENOS AIRES, BA (PISTARINI), TERMINAL A 12 MAY 05:55
ARRIVAL: LIMA, PE (JORGE CHAVEZ INTL) 12 MAY 08:40

FLIGHT BOOKING REF: TA/T8QM8Z
RESERVATION CONFIRMED, ECONOMY (O) DURATION: 04:45

BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE: 1PC
MEAL: BREAKFAST

NON STOP BUENOS AIRES, BA TO LIMA
AIRCRAFT OWNER: AVIANCA PERU S.A., T0
COCKPIT CREW: AVIANCA PERU S.A., T0
CABIN CREW: AVIANCA PERU S.A., T0
EQUIPMENT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A330

FLIGHT AV 7389 - AVIANCA SUN 12 MAY 2019

DEPARTURE: LIMA, PE (JORGE CHAVEZ INTL) 12 MAY 10:32
ARRIVAL: QUITO, EC (MARISCAL SUCRE INTL) 12 MAY 13:03

FLIGHT BOOKING REF: TA/T8QM8Z
RESERVATION CONFIRMED, ECONOMY (O) DURATION: 02:31
BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE: 1PC
MEAL: LUNCH

NON STOP LIMA TO QUITO
AIRCRAFT OWNER: AVIANCA ECUADOR S.A., 2K
COCKPIT CREW: AVIANCA ECUADOR S.A., 2K
CABIN CREW: AVIANCA ECUADOR S.A., 2K
EQUIPMENT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A319

FLIGHT AV 7388 - AVIANCA WED 29 MAY 2019
OPERATED BY: AVIANCA ECUADOR S.A.

DEPARTURE: QUITO, EC (MARISCAL SUCRE INTL) 29 MAY 18:35
ARRIVAL: LIMA, PE (JORGE CHAVEZ INTL) 29 MAY 20:49
FLIGHT BOOKING REF: TA/T8QM8Z
RESERVATION CONFIRMED, ECONOMY (Z) DURATION: 02:14

BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE: 1PC
MEAL: DINNER

NON STOP QUITO TO LIMA
AIRCRAFT OWNER: AVIANCA ECUADOR S.A., 2K
COCKPIT CREW: AVIANCA ECUADOR S.A., 2K
CABIN CREW: AVIANCA ECUADOR S.A., 2K
EQUIPMENT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A320-100/200

FLIGHT AV 965 - AVIANCA WED 29 MAY 2019
OPERATED BY: AVIANCA PERU S.A.

DEPARTURE: LIMA, PE (JORGE CHAVEZ INTL) 29 MAY 22:12
ARRIVAL: BUENOS AIRES, BA (PISTARINI), TERMINAL A 30 MAY 04:25
FLIGHT BOOKING REF: TA/T8QM8Z
RESERVATION CONFIRMED, ECONOMY (Z) DURATION: 04:13

BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE: 1PC
MEAL: DINNER

NON STOP LIMA TO BUENOS AIRES, BA
AIRCRAFT OWNER: AVIANCA PERU S.A., T0
COCKPIT CREW: AVIANCA PERU S.A., T0
CABIN CREW: AVIANCA PERU S.A., T0
EQUIPMENT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A330

FLIGHT ET 507 - ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES THU 30 MAY 2019

DEPARTURE: BUENOS AIRES, BA (PISTARINI) 30 MAY 21:30
ARRIVAL: ADDIS ABABA, ET (BOLE INTL), TERMINAL 2 31 MAY 19:00
FLIGHT BOOKING REF: ET/BGRFOP
RESERVATION CONFIRMED, ECONOMY (V) DURATION: 15:30

BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE: 2PC
MEAL: MEAL

STOP 1 BUENOS AIRES, BA TO SAO PAULO, SP
STOP 2 SAO PAULO, SP TO ADDIS ABABA
EQUIPMENT: 787 ALL SERIES PASSENGER

FLIGHT ET 905 - ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES SAT 01 JUNE 2019
DEPARTURE: ADDIS ABABA, ET (BOLE INTL), TERMINAL 2 01 JUN 09:15
ARRIVAL: DOUALA, CM (DOUALA INTL) 01 JUN 11:35
FLIGHT BOOKING REF: ET/BGRFOP
RESERVATION CONFIRMED, ECONOMY (V) DURATION: 04:20
BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE: 2PC
MEAL: LUNCH
NON STOP ADDIS ABABA TO DOUALA
EQUIPMENT: BOEING 787-9

FLIGHT(S) CALCULATED AVERAGE CO2 EMISSIONS IS 2994.93 KG/PERSON
SOURCE: ICAO CARBON EMISSIONS CALCULATOR
http://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/CarbonOffset/Pages/default.aspx

FLIGHT TICKET(S)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TICKET: ET/ETKT 071 3159908436 FOR FRU CHOEH/VICTOR MR
TICKET: HR/ETKT 169 3424493574 FOR FRU CHOEH/VICTOR MR

CHECK YOUR TRIP ONLINE
CLICK HERE FRU CHOEH VICTOR

DATA PROTECTION NOTICE: YOUR PERSONAL DATA WILL BE PROCESSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE APPLICABLE CARRIER’S PRIVACY POLICY AND, IF YOUR BOOKING IS MADE VIA A RESERVATION SYSTEM PROVIDER (“GDS”), WITH ITS PRIVACY POLICY. THESE ARE AVAILABLE AT http://www.iatatravelcentre.com/privacy OR FROM THE CARRIER OR GDS DIRECTLY. YOU SHOULD READ THIS DOCUMENTATION, WHICH APPLIES TO YOUR BOOKING AND SPECIFIES, FOR EXAMPLE, HOW YOUR PERSONAL DATA IS COLLECTED, STORED, USED, DISCLOSED AND TRANSFERRED. (APPLICABLE FOR INTERLINE CARRIAGE)

**THE COMPANY IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY UNFORSEEN CIRCUMSTANCES**

**THE TICKET IS NOT REFUNDABLE ANYTIME BUT CHANGES PERMITTED WITH PENALTIES**